
 
Deck Inspection Basics 

Improper attachment to the house 
 
The most common reason for deck collapses is improper attachment at the house.   If the deck is 
supported by the house, it should be attached with bolts, in some situations lag screws. Simple 
nailing is not sufficient and will eventually fail 
There are some structural self-driving screws that are approved for use but not all. Those with the 
larger head are approved.  Check for the proper number, spacing and layout. Bolts should be 
staggered to prevent splitting of the wood.    
Improper flashing at the house 
 
There should always be flashing installed above the top of the ledger-board – that piece of wood that 
attaches the deck to the house.  The purpose of the flashing is to keep water from leaking in behind 
the deck at the house and causing rot. To determine if the ledger-board is flashed, just take a peek 
underneath the deck.  If you can see a piece of metal sticking out over the edge of the ledger-board 
from underneath, you know that flashing is present.  This doesn’t mean it was installed properly, but 
you should at least feel a little bit better knowing it’s there.  Aluminum flashing is not compatible with 
most pressure treated wood and will eventually corrode and fail. 
 
Railings 
 
Guardrails should be strong.  If you can push on the top of your guardrail and it moves a couple 
inches, it’s not strong enough; guardrails should be able to withstand 200 lbs of pressure along the 
top rail in any direction.  While this may seem like a lot, just think about a group of people leaning 
against a guardrail.  If a guardrail is supported only with 2×2 balusters, it’s probably way too weak 
and should be reinforced.  Check, how the balusters are attached many are attached using an 
interior type finish trim nail which will not provide the required support and will quickly corrode and 
fail. 
 
 Also, the current requirement for guardrails is that the balusters be spaced so that a 4″ sphere can’t 
pass through.  This is a requirement so little kids don’t get their heads stuck.  Common sense also 
tells you that you don’t want horizontal balusters that little kids can climb like a ladder, but there’s 
nothing in the building code that prohibits this design. 
 
Check to make sure they are the proper height and a graspable hand rail is present at all stairs 
 
Improper joist hanger installation 
 
Joist hangers are those metal brackets that attach the deck joists to the house and beams.  The 
manufacturers of joist hangers are very specific about how joist hangers should be installed; they 
specify exactly which nails should be installed, and exactly how much weight the joist hangers will 
support when installed properly.   Here are a few defects that I regularly find with joist hangers: 
 

• Missing nails.  Nails are supposed to be installed in every hole. 
• Improper joist hanger nails.     
• Improper Screws used instead of nails.  Most screws don’t have nearly the shear strength of nails, 

and they’re not an acceptable substitute.  There are special joist hanger screws so be on the 
lookout for them 

• Altered joist hangers.  Joist hangers shouldn’t be bent or cut. 



•  
Rot 
 
Get a screwdriver and poke around your deck looking for rot.  The area that usually rots first is the 
place where two deck boards butt up against each other over a joist.  Pay special attention to that 
location.  If your deck doesn’t have the aforementioned ledger-board flashing, you should also pay 
special attention to the place where the deck connects to the house. 
 
Improper stairway attachment 
 
The best way to attach a stairway stringer to a deck is to use a metal bracket that’s designed just for 
this purpose check this point carefully as it’s a critical support point and could have catastrophic 
results if it fails. Too often we only see toe nailed stringers which will not provide sufficient support. 
 
These are some of the most common deck defects that you can look for. This isn’t a comprehensive 
list, but it’s a great starting point.  When inspecting a deck remember it’s not our job to point out 
every defect however, we should not those that could cause failure of the structure or could result in 
personal injury.  When you find several significant defects it’s time to send it to a professional 
licensed contractor or design specialist for a more through and detailed inspection. 
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